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Cypriot | Definition of Cypriot at Dictionary.com
Cypriot definition, a native or inhabitant of Cyprus. See more.

Cyprus
The earliest confirmed site of human activity on Cyprus is Aetokremnos, situated on the south coast, indicating
that hunter-gatherers were active on the island from around 10,000 BC, with settled village communities dating
from 8200 BC. The arrival of the first humans correlates with the extinction of the dwarf hippos and dwarf
elephants. Water wells discovered by archaeologists in western ...

Trade Profiles
Introduction . Trade Profiles contain detailed information on merchandise trade flows, including top products
traded by each economy, an expanded section on trade in commercial services, as well as statistics on
intellectual property.

Agriculture in ancient Greece
During the early time of Greek history, as shown in the Odyssey, Greek agriculture - and diet - was based on
cereals (sitos, though usually translated as wheat, could in fact designate any type of cereal grain).In reality,
90% of cereal production was barley. [citation needed] Even if the ancients were aware of the better nutritional
value of wheat, the growing of barley was less demanding and ...

References :: Definitions and Notes — The World Factbook ...
An acronym is an abbreviation coined from the initial letter of each successive word in a term or phrase. In
general, an acronym made up solely from the first letter of the major words in the expanded form is rendered in
all capital letters (NATO from North Atlantic Treaty Organization; an exception would be ASEAN for
Association of Southeast Asian Nations).

Dams
Dams Geo-referenced database. Dams, and their associated reservoirs, provide the ability to store water for later
use, provide hydropower and provide some level of protection from extreme precipitation events.

Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (2019 ...
Additional U.S. Notes (con.) 3. For the purposes of this chapter, the term "soft ripened cow's milk cheese"
means cheese which: (a) Has a prominent crust formed on the exterior surface as a result of curing or ripening
by biological curing agents such as

Citrus fruit fresh and processed
Citrus Fruit - Fresh and Processed Statistical Bulletin 2016 Market and Policy Analysis of Raw Materials,
Horticulture and Tropical (RAMHOT) Products Team Trade and Markets Division

Physical Properties for Air
Notes: 1 = Signifies at 70°F, the compound is above its critical temperature. 2 = Signifies that at 70°F, the
compound is below the normal boiling point and only the equilibrium vapor is present at 1 atmosphere.

